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TÜnews international is a product of our
newly established integrative cultural
factory. Refugees have contributed to it
largely. They collected items to write
about. And they wrote the articles
theirselves. In the editorial staff we
realized, how great the need for
information among refugees is. They
should know about terms in regard of
their situation, for example „Duldung“...
They want knowledge of the country and
the countryside they now live in. They are
interested in the habits of the people
here. They want information about the
law in Germany to be able to follow it.
And so on.

the first editorial staff, november 2015:
Tarek, Bright, Mohamad, Aliaa, Martina,
Dadi, Minteh, Wolfgang (editor), Ali

part 1
The people refugees
meet first: Hausmeister
written by Igbinovia Bright
(english version, german
comment)
part 2
Immegration season
to Germany
written by Aliaa Hwijah
(english and arabic
version)
part 3
Stories from my
homeland
photography exhibtion from
Baghdad to Rottenburg
written by Mohamad Karaf
(english and arabic
version, german summary)
services and helpful
advices
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date: 3. dec. 6:30 p.m.
D Haustür is open

Many refugees also want to know about
each other, where they come from, what
fates they have had. On the other hand,
Germans need to know about the
situation and the needs of the refugees.
Or of their view of Germany. Or of their
origin and their culture. In this irregularly
published newsletter we try to serve
those and other interests.
We decided to mix languages: Arabic,
English, German. German is the aim for
most refugees. Sorry for our sometimes
poor knowledges of english or other
languages. We decided to show
everybody that communication isn´t a
matter of correct language. It´s a matter
of understanding.

thursday, 3. dec. 2015,6:30 p.m

D´Haustür
is open
Enjoy for free:
music and songs, suabian
comedy, culture of refugees
Landratsamt,
Wilhelm-Keil-Str 50,
72072 Tübingen
Welcome by Joachim Walter
(District Administrator of the
Landkreis Tübingen)
Swabian Welcome Greetings
from Dietlinde Elsässer and
Ida Ott (cabaret artists)
In translation – Austin Gyemi,
Marie Odette, Arezo Adfar
and other refugees
The relationship between
language and integration –
conversation with Dr.
Mathias Beer (migration
researcher)
Music performance of the
Fusionband from the
Tübinger Musikschule

TÜnews international
is a product of KulturGUT e.V.
supported by the Landkreis Tübingen
The articels show the opinions of the
authors and not in every case the
opinions of the editor
responsable: Dr. Wolfgang Sannwald
Landratsamt, Wilhelm-Keil-Str. 50, 72072
Tübingen; kultur@kreis-tuebingen.de
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I am tankful to those of the refugees, who
work in our integrative cultural factory to
give information to their fellow refugees.

people refugees meet first

Hausmeister (Caretaker)

„Hausmeister“ is a German word which
means a person who is employed to look
after a building. This person is called
caretaker, custodian, house keeper or
facility manager in English, he is given the
duties and major responsibilities
regarding a particular or group of
buildings or houses. He is in charge and
has the moral will to treat peoples
reports or certain situations regarding
that particular building.

Khaled and his father Nasir Kabiri
are two of the Hausmeister, who
are working for the Landkreis
Tübingen

2nd transit (Heim) which could be a
container or a real building, the person
(Hausmeister) is revealed. This person
could also be a female which in this case
is called the Hausmeisterin.
At this point, the Hausmeister with the
authority of the Social workers or
Landratsamt assists the refugee to an
allocated place, brief description and
indication about the apartment or
house/structure is given. The
Hausmeister already prepared the rooms
with properties like the bed/cover
clothes, pots/plates/spoons, chairs/table,
cupboard etc. The Hausmeister handle
door keys to the refugee for comfort.
The refugees may have free access to
post box but in most cases, the
Hausmeister do present letters received
by post to the refugees and for lack of
understanding of the language, most
refugees ask the Hausmeisters to help
them read and translate letters. This as
well, increase or build a better and
personal relationship with the
Hausmeisters.

Regarding the refugees or the asylum
persons, the first contact in Germany
with an Hausmeister is when an asylum
seeker is already being transferred from
the major camp (1ST TRANSIT) which
majorly are KARLSRUHE, MUNICH,
DOTMUND AND BERLIN. On arrival on the

The Hausmeisters has the competence of
keeping the house in order for instance, a
proper functioning electricity, water and
heating systems. He also control and read
consumption meters. During winter or
snowing, he put away the snow, protect
against the ice in the outside of the
house. They should have all equipments
and tools, they need, to do all their work.
The Hausmeisters are to cut the grass,
the trees. They are doing that together
with the refugees, who are assisting him.

www.tuenews-international.de
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written by Igbinovia Bright

He has to take care that the people which
are living in or visiting the house are
respecting the orders of peace and
silence, loud noise shouldn’t be hanging
out off the house. He also has to inform
the peoples, which are living here about
malfunctioning systems and about the
appointments time for repairs.
The Hausmeisters are controlling
normally the cleaning of the house. In
most cases they chooses an assistance, a
person amongst those given hospitality to
do manual assistance like
cleaning/maintenance of the compound,
staircase and major entrance of the
building which the Social department of
the Landratsamt pays a little money for
that social work.
From my research, based on closeness
and familiarities out of daily frequencies
and activities, both parties at times drinks
coffee together and exchange commonly
asked questions to asylum seekers.
The Hausmeisters are mostly the first
people before the Socials or the Police
whom are informed about
misunderstandings which arises in most
cases leading to quarrel, fighting between
those given hospitality in buildings. Most
issues relates to lack of understanding
base on group of people who don’t share
similar and distinct physical
characteristics, persons of different
cultures, belief, sex, language, race,
educational level, religion, manners
etc…..but some people would say that

the MIXING together is an act to promote
integration and understandings.
Another research says that 90percent of
Hausmeisters are foreigners by origin
(Not Real Germans) most of these
workers have had experience about
asylum process and are now fully
integrated into the system.
Some of the misunderstandings between
the Hausmeisters and the asylum
seekers
* Most refugees lost or misplace their
room keys frequently and they
continuously demand for duplicates.
* Some asylum seekers complain that
their Hausmeisters keep too much
distance and are not active to help
affront and resolve minor matter not out
of their duties.

Die Hausmeister –
wichtige Anlaufstelle für Flüchtlinge
Igbinovia Bright, Redaktionsmitglied aus
Nigeria, möchte mit seiner Arbeit
anderen Flüchtlingen die Ankunft in
Deutschland erleichtern. Eine ganz
entscheidende Rolle spielen dabei aus
seiner Sicht die Hausmeister in den
Flüchtlingsunterkünften. Schließlich
gehen deren Tätigkeiten weit über die
bloße Wartung der Gebäude hinaus und
sie sind oft die erste Person, denen die
Flüchtlinge begegnen. Sie leisten wichtige
Alltagshilfe und helfen bei Problemen.
Viele der Hausmeister haben selbst einen
Migrationshintergrund und können sich
daher gut in die Lage der Flüchtlinge
hineinversetzen.
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The Hausmeisters has to take care, that
all the fire protection systems (fire
extinguisher and the fire alarm systems)
are functioning and that the escapingways are always free.

TÜnews under way!
by Joachim Walter

TÜnews international is a product of our
newly established intercultural factory to
which refugees made important
contributions. They selected relevant
topics and wrote about them in their own
words.
The editors realized the great need for
information among refugees regarding
their situation, for example the meaning
of „Duldung“.
... continued on page 2

the first editorial staff of TÜnews
international, november 2015: Tarek,
Bright, Mohamad, Aliaa, Martina, Dadi,
Minteh, Wolfgang (editor), Ali. Foto:
Gabriel Wehle, also member of staff
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They want to gain knowledge of the
country and its conditions they now live
in. They are interested in the customs of
the people here. They want information
about the legal system in Germany to be
able to follow it. And much more.
I am thankful for the refugees, who
participate in our cultural factory in order
to provide information to others.
Many refugees also want to know about
each other, their countries of origin and
their past. On the other hand Germans
need to know about the situation and the
needs of refugees, their perception of
Germany, their origins and cultural
background.

This newsletter, which will be
published irregularly, will try to provide
this information and more. We decided
to mix languages: Arabic, English,
German. Most refugees want to learn
German.
We apologize for our poor command of
English. We decided to show
everybody that communication is not a
matter of fluency. It is a matter of
understanding.

thursday, 3. dec. 2015,6:30 p.m
in the Landratsamt Tübingen
Wilhelm-Keil-Straße 50

D´Haustür is open
Enjoy for free, you are welcome!
Swabian Welcome Greetings from
Dietlinde Elsässer and Ida Ott (cabaret
artists)
In translation – Austin Gyemi, Marie
Odette, Arezo Adfar and other refugees
language and integration – conversation
with Dr. Mathias Beer (migration
researcher)
Music performance with songs of the
Fusionband (Tübinger Musikschule)

TÜnews international is a product of KulturGUT e.V. supported by the Landkreis Tübingen
The articles show the opinions of the authors and not in every case the opinions of the editor
responsable: Dr. Wolfgang Sannwald, Landratsamt, Wilhelm-Keil-Str. 50, 72072 Tübingen; kultur@kreis-tuebingen.de
In cooperation with: vhs Tübingen; Radio Wüste Welle Tübingen
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... continued from page 1

